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MAR 2 2 1975

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 22, 1975
ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL

..

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JIM LYNN

FROM:

JERRY H.

SUBJECT:

Reform of Surface Transportation
Regulation

Your memorandum to the President of March 18 on the above
subject has been reviewed and the recommendation contained in
your memorandum -- submit a rail reform bill to Congress before
the Easter recess, use a Presidential message to re-emphasize
regulatory reform as a key Presid.ential initiative, commit the
Administration to having motor carrier and air bills ready for
submission within 30-45 days ---was approved.
Please follow-up with the appropriate action.
Thank you.

cc: Don Rumsfeld
Phil Buchen
-!j.m Cannon
"'1ack Marsh
Bill Seidman

SEP 2 2 1975
;
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 20, 1975

Jack MarshFor your information.
Original to the President.

Jim Connor
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OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

SEP 191175
MEMORANDUM FOR:

_t

I

FROM:

THE PRE:?ENT
JAMES
LYNN

SU13JECT:

Costs

f

I

.

~egulation

In response to a press release issued last Frida~ by
Congressman John Moss, a number of articles appeared in
the press over the weekend critical of your April 18
statement on the costs of regulation. Further, Congressman
Moss released a GAO evaluation of an o~m internal working
paper which catalogued various regulatory costs. Contrary
to some of this weekend's press coverage, I believe your
state~ent is clearly supportable.
This memorandum clarifies
your statement and provides background on OMB's involvement
in working with Congressman Moss' staff on this issue.
The Presidential Statement
The issue is the $131 billion (or $2,000 per family) cost
figure which was mentioned in your speech to a White House
Conference in Concord, New Hampshire. As you recall, you
said:
"Although it is difficult to come up with an exact
price tag on the cost of unnecessary and ineffective
government regulation, some estimates I have seen
place the combined cost to consumers of government
regulation and restrictive practices in the private
sector at more than the Federal government actually
collects in personal income taxes each year--or
something in the order of $2,000 per family-unbelievable. Even if the real costs are only a
fraction of this amount, this is an intolerable
burden on our pocketbooks ••• "
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This statement was carefully worded and did not~specify
an exact cost. Further, it did not attribute ...t4e e$timate
to the Administration.
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Also, you did not suggest that $2;000 per fami·l~ wa~ the
__..__ . _ =--- ~
cost of Federal regulation alone. Instead, you ::palled
-. · _-:-:. attention to estimates that put the combined co&ts of
_.
f
Government regulation (includin~rs-tate and loca~ ai1d
:!"'"'~_ " · -·..: -~~~- rr
restrictive monopoly practices in the private septor at
· . t't
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The estimates that support this statement encomp_ass ~· a
number of studies by economists, academician~ F'edei-al ·· -agencies, and public research centers which c~ta the costs
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Attachment A suggest that the total cost of regulat·on and
restrict! ve practices could be well in excess· o· th figure
mentioned in your speech.
OMB Involvement
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Admittedly, the quality of the studies vary con~ide~ably,
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In an effort to follow-up on your concern- for· t _entifying
- ~ .
-the hidden costs of regulation, OMB --pulled togebner ~ a more ·::.,..~"'--~ ,-""~---::fl
detailed listing of studies and available .estimates ~ that - ,.......,._ .,... .. _ ~;---
document these costs. These estimates were assembled into
an internal working paper for purposes of (1) d~termining
what research had been done in the area, (~) d~~eloping
an acceptable methodology for quantifying .regulc(tory
costs, and (3) beginnin'1 a di~cussion_ with~ -- ~~el Exf!cutive
Branch on the need for ~mprov~ng the analys~-s ·o~ the costs
- and benefits of Government activities. It sho_ui:d b~ noted
that this effort was not a study of the cost of~regulation
and it did not contemplate an examination of - regulatory
benefits. Rather it was an inventory -of -effort§ tot: date
to examine a very complex subject.
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- In June, following several internal refinements of the
-~~rking paper, OMB staff met with House Commerce Committee
and GAO staff in connection with the Committee's announced
- study of regulation. At that time, various materials on
regulatory reform, including a copy of our internal working
paper, were confidentially provided to the Committee staff
- ~·-to help them get their study underWay.

-

· As indicated to the Committee staff, the inventory was
--being used internally within the Administration t6 help
- us evaluate the costs and benefits of regulation. Apparently,
the Committee staff were more interested in criticizing
our efforts to date than in trying to address tne very
-~ complex problem of cost/benefit measurement.
Tnerefore,
they commissioned GAO to study the _ OM~ working paper. The
criticisms that were subsequently raised by GAO reflected
our own concerns, which we had communicated to them.
Unfortunately, they did not propose any positive recommendations.
__ ~- _

.
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Subsequently, at the request of OMB, the National Science
Foundation has been developing a research program on the
costs and benefits of regulation. They have met with OMB
~staff and will meet further with Congressional staff to
· · --discuss this project. We are · hopeful that this approach
will improve our understanding of this impor~ant area.
For your information I have enclosed Congressman Moss'
.press release at Attachment B.. I hope this background
is useful and I would appreciate answering any further
questions.
Attachments
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Examples of the Cost of Regulation
and Restrictive Practices *
--
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-Example
Trade Restrictions
·(tariffs, quotas, etc.)

Estimated
Annual Costs
_""' - -Brookinqs

$ ··1sB

- - ._. . .
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Surface Transportation
Environmental, Health
and Safety Regulations
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SOB

SB

-·-

Tom Kauper: Justice
~--

_.,

~~----- ·~--

..._......,.-::-;...._~

Dr. F. M. Scherer, FTC
·-

Communications
(Television)

*"'-r-

-- - ·· ooL and .GAO

__................

Monopoly Practices

etc.-~

::.:::-

.---

----..p -

State and Local
Regulation

---~

CEQ, OSHA,

40-SOB

~

Labor (minimum wage,
Davis-Bacon, etc.)

-::..

Tont\'"Moore, Stanford

10-lSB

....

.--.-

~~

:;...._-

Roger Noll, Brookings

~ --

-=::- r

......-,:..r~

Fair Trade

2B

CEA·

-2

-~~r

*

As the GAO report indicated, there are omissions, inconsistencies,
and quality differences among the various studies. Further, a
debate o~er the cost of monopoly practices has absorbed economists
for over two decades. Even Dr. Scherer has waffled on his own
figure since becoming head of the FTC's Bureau of Economics.
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J«)SS RELEASES GAO STUDY REFUTING
ADMINIST~~TION COStS

OF REGULATION
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"Claims· by the Administration that the cost of Federal ~agulation is $130 billlo~

.....rty or $2,000 per year for the .V.rago AmerieaO faoily is only' one of a
aumber of oversi.laplifications ·about r~gulation that ·we have bad ia recent 1110nths,"
8aid Rep. John E.

Moss~ Ch~i~ of_ t_h e Su~colllllittee

Office ·~udy of .t he Office of ~a~ement and Budget'_s paper, "Costs of Regulation
Iq. that :paper, OMB gave· the cost

ot

Federal government

regulation and private sector restr!c.ti'.Te practices as ~130 bill t.on:
'lhe GAO analysis criticizes the mfB paper on the following groun.d s, among

.i
I

others:

~
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,
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-- The OMB paper fails to -make a clear distinction between the gross costs

·and net cost of Government

regul~tion.

Net costs . are what remains when

benefits are s~tracted from gross costs .

The OMB approach, sa~d the GAO

study, is "akin to a corporation issuing an annual report which lists the

..

corporate expenses in its s~ary statement but neglects to report corporate
revenues."
:

-- Misrepresents the conclusiens contained in some of the cited sources.
These publications actually contradict some of the assertions in the OMB
study.
-- Cites articles that appeared in the literature as long as a decade ago.
Little effort is made to

disti~guish

between those •tudies whose conclusions

continue to be appllcable and those whose es ti111ates are no longer valid •

•
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on 4-rsisht .and Investigattons ;'•"' ·-.

MOss' co~ents were made in conjunction with release of a General Accounting

and Restrictive Practices."
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The list of supportini publications contains -some very good economic

etudies and some very poor ones •• OMB fails to distinguish between the good

j

etudies and the poor ones whose assumptions and methodology make the reported
~esults

.

.
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questionable -- if not unreliable •

"B~ed on GAO's analysis: the Adadnistrad.o~' s fi~~;· ~f· .$i3o ·biiii~-~
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aay be overstated by as much as $69 billion• . To aislead the pUblic with

·

iuflated figures and oversimplify the regulatory problem, as the
. Administration has done, serves no _one," sa.id Kqsa.

. ...
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"Any useful study

of the Federal reguiatory process must take account of the costs of

. . -----:.-~ ·- ·-

·........

regulation both in the aggregate and by sector, but such a study
.•

-~~-·

.•

veigh the benefits of regulation.

.

m~t

ill·

··---····..

also

---·~

Costs of the failure to regulate adequately,

111 a timely fashion. or with sufficient'· focus

must also be computed.

Unfortunately,
t

the Federal government has not yet systematically examined regulation in .this
aanner,· and there are no reliable estimates of the overall benefits and costs
of reculation or of the costs of the

~ailure

to regulate."

Koso said that the staff of thO Subcomoittee on Overoight
vhi~

he chairs, is seeking

th~

advice of recognized economists so that the

Committee, the House and the Congress 'will have as full and
•.

~nd Investigations,

ac~ratn

a picta•u as

possible of both the benefits and cos!s of· regulation.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

October 31, 1975
JACK,

Buchen didn 1 t think an ody should
do this and Rum.sfeld agreed with
Buchen. 0' Donnell so advised the
interested parties on the Hill.
O'Donnell has also prepared a letter
for Buchen's approval to go to
the Hill on this matter.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

October 30, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JACK MARSH

FROM:

RUSS ROURKEj(__

I'

Pat O'Donnell advises me that you have gotten involved in this
~ymposium sponsored by Magnuson~'Ribicoff
and Moss.
The question arises as to who should represent the White House.
Pat tells me this matter got buried in Rod Hill's in-box ••• the
symposium is tomorrow and the sponsors have had no response
from the White House. Paul Mac Avoy (CEA) who, as you know,
worked with Rod on regulatory reform matters, feels that he
wouHl be the appropriate White House representative.
What do you think?
By the way, I asked Pat to touch base with Doug Bennett on this
matter. Some time ago Doug had asked me my view on his
representing the White House at a similar event ••• something
he had already discussed with Don Rumsfeld. Pat will tie up
that loose end before commiting Me Avoy.

THE WHITE HOUSE
VvASI-iiNGTON

March 3, 1976

MEM)RANDOM FOR WHITE HOUSE SENIOR STAFF(·-~

SCHMULT~~

FroM:

EDWARD C.

SUBJECT:

The President's Regulatory Reform Program
Ill''

A package of materials on the President' s regulatory reform program
has been sent to approximately 250 Cabinet and Subcabinet officials
including the Chairrren of the ten independent regulatory agencies.
Attached is a copy of the covering rrerro reviewing the program to
date and a copy of the table of contents for the other materials
that were included.
I thought you ought to see a copy in case you get any questions
from the departments.
Attacl1m2nt

THE WHITE HOUSE:
WASHINGTON

February 25, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPARTMENT AND AGENCY OFFICIALS

r-

FROM:

EDWARD C. SC~LTs·~\\'
PAUL MacAVOY \l ~ · ·~

SUBJECT:

The President's Regulatory Reform
Program

President Ford's regulatory reform program is naw in its
second year. The publicity surrounding the program has
often raised questions by the public concerning details
of the various parts of the program. In recent months
these questions have been increasingly directed to
department and agency officials. In order to help you
answer questions on the scope, objectives, and details
of the President's program, we thought it might be useful
if we reviewed for you the regulatory reform efforts
carried out during the last year. In addition, we are
attaching background materials for your information and
for your use as needed.
BEGINNING OF THE PROGRAM
The inflationary impact of many government regulations
was a major concern at the Summit Conference on Inflation
which was convened by President Ford at the beginning of
his Administration. Economists at the Summit were nearly
unanimous in their belief that government regulations
impose a hidden, unnecessary cost on the economy. They
urged President Ford to make a comprehensive program of
regulatory reform a top priority of his Administration.
The recognition of the need for regulatory reform is not
new. Presidents and policymakers since Harry Truman
have attempted to reform various segments of economic
regulations.
(See the Historical Background.)
President Ford, however, has initiated an unprecedented,
wide-ranging program of both legislative and administrative actions in many sectors of the economy.

2

Regulatory reform in the Ford Administration is not a
program of total deregulation of the economy. It is an
effort to find the best combination of constructive
competition and responsible government regulation. The
reform of economic regulation is an effort to restore
competition to areas of the economy wherever possible,
and to minimize the ability of special interests to
obtain preferential treatment from government at the
expense of the public interest.
The reform of social regulation is an effort to achieve
our social goals at minimum economic cost. Some of our
environmental, health, and safety regulations have not
been as effective as they were originally intended to be.
There is a need to ensure that all of the socia~
regulations are carried out equitably and fairly and in
the least costly manner.
The President announced the formation of the Domestic
Council Review Group for Regulatory Reform in June 1975.
The DCRG is made up of agency and White House representatives who meet regularly to coordinate the wideranging regulatory reform efforts. Any questions you
may have on the elements of the program may be directed
to the Executive Directors of the DCRG, Paul Leach and
Stan Morris.
INITIAL PROGRAM
In his October 8, 1974 address to the Congress,
President Ford began his reform of government regulations
by announcing a four-point program. First, he assigned
the Council on Wage and Price Stability a watchdog role
over inflationary costs of government actions and they
continue in this role. His second proposal was for a
National Commission on Regulatory Reform to examine
the independent regulatory agencies. Although this
proposal was not acted upon, Congress has recognized
the need for such a review and several committees in
the House and Senate have major studies underway. The
third proposal required agencies to prepare inflation
impact statements on all major proposals and this
effort has been implemented. Finally, he encouraged
state and local governments to review their own regulations
and some interest has been expressed by state and local
organizations in pursuing these issues.

3

THE PROGRAM TO DATE
During 1975, two legislative proposals were enacted into
law. The Securities Acts Amendments of 1975, signed in
June, restores competition to the securities industry
and ends nearly two-hundred years of price fixing agreements among stockbrokers. On December 12, 1975,
President Ford signed into law the repeal of the enabling
legislation for fair trade laws so that consumers in all
states could benefit from discount prices on all brand
name merchandise. More recently in 1976, the President has
signed into law the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory
Reform Act which provides long overdue reform of railroad
rate regulation and authorizes needed financial assistance
to the rail industry.
~
Action on other initiatives is still pending:
Financial Institutions - The revised Financial
Inst.ltutions Act, resubmitted to the 94th Congress,
would enable small savers to earn more competitive
returns on their savings and to benefit from more
diversified financial services from all lending
institutions. On December 11, 1975, the Senate
passed legislation similar to most of the
Administration's proposals, but new tax laws for
banks must be considered further in Committee
before the total package is complete. The House
Banking Committee is studying similar reforms.
Prospects for some legislation appear fairly good
in this Congress.
Transportation Regulation - A series of legislative
proposals has been submitted to the Congress to
eliminate arbitrary barriers to entry and to increase
pricing flexibility in order to foster competition
and encouarge a wider range of services and prices to
consumers. The Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory
Reform Act has already been enacted.
Aviation Act of 1975 - The bill has been introduced
in both Houses. Hearings in both the House and Senate
are scheduled for early April.

4
Motor Carrier Reform Act - The Administration's
bill has been introduced both in the House and
the Senate. The Department of Transportation
has received tentative commitments for hearings
in the near future.
New Natural Gas - To help assure adequate supplies
of natural gas for both industry and residential
customers, a proposal for deregulation of new
natural gas was included in the State of the Union
Address in 1975. Bills have been passed by both
the House and Senate and are now under consideration
by the Conference Committee.
Simelification and Modernization of Re~~latory
- In addition to these highly
public~zed elements of the program, the Administration has proposed legislation to eliminate and
simplify anachronistic and unnecessary regulatory
procedures and paperwork in some of the oldest
Federal agencies: Simplification of Coast Guard
regulations and procedures will result in significant
cost savings; patent legislation will reform patent
procedures; proposed modernization of the customs
laws will reduce unnecessary paperwork and ease
restrictions governing goods brought into the United
States.

Act~vities

Forms Reduction - The Commission on Federal Paperwork
has been created and its members appointed. Its
report is due on October 3, 1977. In the interim,
OMB is preparing guidelines to reduce the number
and the burden of Federal forms.
Meeting with the Commissioners - On July 10, 1975,
President Ford met with the commissioners of the
ten independent regulatory commissions. The
President asked these agencies to concentrate on
four areas 9f concern: better representation of
consumer interests; elimination of outdated
regulations; reduction of regulatory delays; and
better analysis of economic costs and benefits of
agency actions. A progress report from each agency
has been received and reviewed by the President.

5

FUTURE EFFORTS
In the second year of the program, future initiatives
are being developed in addition to completing current
efforts underway. For example, possible future action
could include improving health and safety regulations,
reforming executive branch regulations, and streamlining
administrative procedures. Initiatives are being discussed
in the context of a systematic review of the role of government and the private sector in the American economy.
As we review the role of the Federal Government and the
impact of government intervention in the marketplace,
we welcome any suggestions you might have as to possible
future initiatives. We hope that this brief~eview and
the attached documents are helpful. We would be happy
to provide you with more information on any part of the
program including examples and anecdotes on the ways in
which regulations have affected both consumers and
industries. We have included in the attached mater~als
examples of speeches given by Administration officials
on various aspects of regulatory reform. We would be
glad to answer any questions you may have about the
specific actions.
In the near future, we will be scheduling a briefing for
department and agency officials on the regulatory reform
program. We look forward to talking with you at the
briefing.
Attachments

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 2, 1976

Meeting with Members of the
Domestic Council Review Group
· on Regulatory Reform
Wednesday, February 4, 1976
2:00 P.M. (45 ·minutes)
The Oval Office

I.

PURPOSE
To discuss the current status of the Domestic Council Review
~ Group ..Program and to explore future directions.

II.

III.

BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS, PRESS PLAN
A.

Background: You agreed to meet with members of the
Domestic Council Review Group to give your views and
guidance on the future course of the regulatory reform
program.

B.

Participants:, Jim Cannon, Ed Schmults, Paul MacAvoy,
Paul Leach, Stan Morris, Jonathan Rose, Lynn May.

C.

Press Plan:
David Hume Kennerly photograph only.
Meeting will not be announced.

TALKING POINTS
See attachment •

...

THE WHITE HOUSE
VIAS HI N GTON

February 2, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

CANN~L

THROUGH,

JAMES

FROM:

EDWARD SCft:MJ;.LTS "··",::;L.<)
PAUL MacAVOY ~~~

SUBJECT:

Regulatory Reform - Problems,
Perspectives and Opportunities

r /

r

r--f\~

"'

In response to our December 24, 1975 memorandum (Tab A), you
agreed to meet with several members of the Domestic Council Review
Group who believe the program is now at a threshold and that there are
several alternative directions which we might take.
: ' •i

....

•"

The regulatory reform program, as it now exists, is the result of a
number of events and circumstances: The 1974 Economic Summit,
Congressional proposals, our search for ways to curb inflation and •
the increased public attention generated by your earlier speeches on
excess government intervention.
The job of implementing reform initiatives outlined in your October 8,
1974, speech brought together a number of people in the Executive
Office and the Departme.,nts concerned with the regulated industries.
Over the last year, the effort has become organized as the Domestic
Council Review Group on Regulatory Reform ("DCRG"), consisting of
White House and Department executives who devote a portion of their
time to regulatory reform is sues ..
Progress to Date
Since reforn1 efforts began, t\vo legislative proposals have been passed
by Congress and signed into law·. The Securities Acts Amendments
restored con1petition in securities market brokerage fees. The repeal
of fair trade laws rcinoved significant state restrictions on retail
discount pricing.

...

-2-

Far-reaching proposals have been made for reform of railroad,
airline and motor carrier regulation. Phased deregulation of
natural gas prices has been proposed as well. Each of these
proposals is expected to be the subject of vigorous debate in this
Congress. The Financial Institutions Act was sub~itted and has
been acted upon by the Senate. However, new tax laws remain to
be considered in the Senate and House approval has to be obtained
before the total package is completed.
We are now at a critical point in the program.
are as follows:

Sources of difficulty

Consumer groups have only been lukewarm supporters
of the program to date.
1\''

The business community has only begun to assist in the
systematic analysis and presentation of well-documented
cases of excessive and costly regulation.
Both the unions and the corporations in the regulated

,,~industries have begun well-financed campaigns against
reform proposals in transportation and communications.
More factual evidence is needed to support a credible
argument against overzealous and unnecessarily costly
health, environmental or safety standards.
Additional support must be forthcoming from business and consumer
groups if substantial progress is to be made in passing even the
legislation previously woposed. More support is necessary from
newspapers, public opinion leaders and university thinkers, as well.
This support can probably be obtained if special efforts are targeted
on each of these groups. Also, we must better educate those '\vho have
not been party to the debate and devise a strategy to overcome existing
and anticipated opposition.
Next Steps

1. We n1ust secure enactn1ent of legislative proposals already before
the Congress which \vill increase competition in regulated industries
such as banking, transportation and natural gas. This will take a
concerted effort on the part of the responsible agencies and Executive
office organizations .

...

-3Continuous Presidential reinforcement of the importance of these
efforts will be needed. A special message to Congress on regulatory
reform could provide substantial assistance.
'
2. We must expand the scope of the present program.
Action is
already underway to examine new areas of economic regulation such
as the communications, insurance, and mariti·me industries and
Robinson-Patman and develop appropriate recommendations for reform.
Reform actions will take the form of specific legislative recommendations or Administration reports.

A noticeable gap in the present program exists in the areas of safety,
environmental and health regulation. We must determine whether
or not our social goals might be achieved through more efficient,
less costly means.
Consideration should be given to e;...-panding fhe organization of the
regulatory reform group in order to get more work done. Should a
Cabinet officer be named as the official head of the effort? How do
we a~sureJc:ir, more complete and more numerous hearings of the
refor.m is sues within the Administration? What organizational
arrangement will best accommodate any new initiatives or new
direction in the effort?
3. We must work to mobilize public support for the program. Cabinet
members and other top level policy officials should be more actively
involved in giving speeches and testimony in support of the program.
It is important now to demonstrate that our efforts do not stop with
simply reducing the size of government, but that you have a positive
program to promote ec..,nomic growth by restricting government to
its proper role in the economy.
To that end, we are preparing a "white paper" which summarizes
the philosophical assumptions underlying the reform effort and sets
forth a clear statement of our long -term goals, such as: encouraging
individual choice and initiative and reducing governn1ent intervention
in the private sector; assuring efficient use of scarce economic
resources and achieve1nent of our social goals at minimum cost~.
directing governrllent expenditures to the broadest possible public
benefit; assuring efficient and equitable enforcement of government
policies; and minimizing the ability of special interest groups to
prevail against the public interest.

-4Such a paper would be used as the basis for informal discussions
with several thoughtful leaders --businessmen, journalists and
academics -- to get their views on the direction of the program and
how best to achieve and articulate our goals. We t;night also want
to plan for a major Presidential address or several newspaper or
magazine articles to explain our philosophy and generate a broader
public understanding of the reform effort. Additional meetings
should be scheduled with Congressional members and staff and the
independent regulatory commissioners to demonstrate our continuing
interest and obtain their thoughts on how best to achieve reform.
Future Directions
The DCRG is currently considering a two-phase plan to overcome
opposition from the special interests and ·maintain (i~Ur momentu·m.
The first element is a short-term mobilization of' individual agency
reviews to improve the present regulatory process. The second
phase would call for a broader, more fundamental review of government's role in the economy.
These effcrrt:s are intended to begin to shift the burden of proof away
from those who advocate reform toward those who stubbornly resist
any change in the status quo. The building of a broader constituency
to support reform is essential if we are to counterbalance increasingly
vocal opposition from the special interests.
Phase I. A fulltime, sustained effort would be undertaken to achieve
ad·ministrative reform in each agency. This effort would be aimed
at eliminating archaic and obsolete regulations, reducing regulatory
lags, rewriting in undei; standable English all regulations and attempting
to reconcile conflicting regulatory overlaps. The primary focus would
not be on legislation and it \Vould not greatly alter the degree and scope
of regulation. However, it should generate broad public and Congressional
support. Such an effort is what most people mean by getting government
"off the backs" of the people.
Each agency head would designate a senior agency official and necessary
fulltin1e staff to work \vith concerned public interest g;r-oups, e. g.,
committees of bar associations, labor organizations~ consumer grrups
and others to revitalize the agency's regulation process. Some funding
for outside assistance must be found. The key to such effort would be
sustained Presidential interest and follow-uP. .

...

-5Phase II. The Administration would propose or support legislation
calling for an Executive-Congressional phased review of key regulatory
areas such as energy, communications, transportation, health,
environment, and banl:::ino- within a specified time table. The Executive
branch would provide legislative proposals for reform and the Congress
would be required to enact reform legislation.
The need for a longer -term examination of government's role in the
economy was articulated most recently in the introduction of legislation
sponsored by Senators Percy and Byrd. Whether or not such legislation is ultimately enacted, the development of a long-term agenda
would have a number of benefits: It would provide a clear indication
that we intend to exa·mine all areas of government activity which have
major economic effects. This would encourage the intellectual
community to devote attention on upcoming issues arM develop concrete
data on alternative refor·m proposals. Announcing such an agenda now
would also provide an organizing perspective to the efforts already
underway in individual Department reviews and assure that the necessary data becomes available for the longer-term study. Such an
apprqach \YO!J.ld be oriented to results and less apt to be viewed as
just another study effort.
Summary
If this plan appears reasonable, we will begin to explore more fully .
the means by which it could be implemented and outline the substantive
ele·ments of an agenda. Our forthcoming meeting is not intended to
reach decisions on the specifics of the program, but rather to obtain
a better sense of your priorities and an indication of the approaches
and areas you feel shouid be more fully eJ\."Plored.

Attachment (Tab A)
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December 24, 1975

!ill"DRANDID! FOR THS PRESIDEN""T

THROUGH:

Jll-1 C.:z.\..NNCN

FROM:

EJJ;'I'A.tm SCill·iULTS
PAUL HacAVOY

SiJBJECT:

CUrrent ILogulatory P-efo:rm Efforts a11d Future
Initiatives of the D:Jmestic ColliJ.cil Revietv Group

The Correstic Council Revie~., Group on regulatory reform '"uuld lfr....e to
rreet wib.'l. you to discuss our current progress. ~-~ need your P=rsonal
vie\v"S and guidance on our future efforts a.~d hDuld l:L""-e to establish
a retter se.J.se of your priorities in order to direct our lirnited
resources to tr..ose areas that you t·Tcmt to pursue in the second year
of regmatory reform. To continue the group's enthusiasrnr \..;e \·.Duld
suggest inviting a fe\'1 meiTlbers of the r:x:RG to participate in th"'
meeting.
INITIAL

PFD::;R~l

In :your October 8, 1974 address to the Congress, you began tr.e reform
of gove.rn.c-rent regulations by a.'111ouncing a four-point progra."tt. First,
you assigned the Council on Wage and Price Stability a t·atchdog
role over inflationary costs of governrnent actions a11d t.~ey continue
in this role. · Your second proposal was for a National Ccrrn:>.ission
on Regulatory Reform to examine tt':e indepe..n..dent regulatory age....1cies.
Although this pro~sal \vas not acted u.c:on, Congress has recognized
the need for such a revie.-1 a.1d several corrmittees in the House and
Senate have rrajor stt..mes u.."l.der:.·:ay. The third prq::osal required
ag~"l.cies to prepare inflation impact staterrents on all ~ajor pro?Qsals
and this effort h..as been ifr?loTented. Finally you e.r1.courageQ. State
a.rrl local goverr:rr.ents to revie':.v their a;m reg.1lations and sar.e i..."1te.::::-est
has bee.r1 e...'9resS.ed by St...ate and local organizations .i..'l. Ilt.rr5'.l.i...'1g these
issu.es.

Si'1ce our i.'"lit.ial efforts, v.,.:o legisl_ative pro?Jscls !:>.ave teen

•

passed by Congress. The Securitie.:; .:..c::.s i'\-"endiT'e:l.ts trat you sig:-:85.
ii1 June restored COIT'p2tition i.1 b:::-o~~~=-~-;:::: fees in t..f-Ie securities
r:arkt~ts after neatly b.·:o hu.'1:1r:::-:::1 ~-e~s o~ fix2d foes. In addit.ic.::.,
t...lJe repeal of the fair tra.:ie lcF:iS si?-:::d last ~-:ee~: rerroved sisnificartt
restrictions on offering discou.Il.t p.:::-ic:::s to c::onst.:::ers .
•l\ction on other i.tli tiati \i-es is still p2nd i r:.g:
Fina~cial Institutions
A revised F~~ancial Institutions Act vBS
submitted to the 94th Congress. On Decerrber 11, 1975 the
Se.nate passed legislation si.r..il2:' to rrost of the Adu:>Jnistration' s
proposals, but ne\v tax lar.vs for banks must be considered
furt~er in Comwittee before the total pacl~age is c~lete.
The House Ba.Tlking Corrrnittee is studying slinilar reforr.:S~
Prospects for some legislation appear fairly good it1 this
Congress.

Railroad Revitalization Act - The fir:.al Senate version of the rail
bill contains unacceptable fir:.a'1ci.1g provis:,\!>ns; ha.·;ever, it
achieves rrost of the regulator./ reform objectives of the
1-.drninistration' s bill. tfnile the House ·version is rrore to our
liking, the conference bill r.ay still be a candidate for veto.
Aviation Act of 1975 - The bill h:::.s ~......n introduced in bot..~ Houses.
Hearings. i.11 the Senate and t."le Eo:.!Se are expected early in
the next session.
~btor Carrier Heform Act - The bill l".as been introduced in t..~e House.
Pending intrcxi.uction of the bill irl. the Senate, the Depar.Lt:ent
of Transportation has receiv--ed a tentative co£mtit::rrffit for ·
Senate hearings in 1·!a.rc.i-J. or P..pril next year.
Ner.v Natural Gas - The Senate has p.::.ssed a :r.easure deali.Tig tdt..~

expected shortages \·mich inclc.:ied long-:term deregulation of
ne~v natural gas. The Ecuse is als.:::> e:xpE:cted to include cersgulation provisions in its bill. Prospects for passage are
encouragi.-'l.g.
Forms Reduction - The CO!'rr[lission o:; Federal Paper;·:ork has beer1.
created and its rrer;bers ap.;x:>int:::S.. Its reE=Drt is dt:.e on
October 3, 1977. In t...~e L1teri.-:1, GB has prepared draft
guidelL"1es to reduce t...lJe m.rrrl:er c:d the burde."l of Federal forms.

/

3
S.i1-r,olific'lJ..:io~1

and Hxlernizatio:t of ?.:::gulatory P..ctivities - In
addition to t..l-lese highly publicized elecT2.:tts of the progra'"Zl,
~le Ad~nist~ation has proposed legislation to eli..~inate ar.d
simplify a.'lac"b..ronistic a'ld Ul-'lscsssar_:l regu.la.tocy procedures
and pap-2r.\'Ork in sor.:e of tl:e olc2st Fede~al a:;e.:;_cies: Patent
reform legislation \·lill i.rrpro·"-e a'1d sL--:plify proce-dures i.."1 the
patent syste.-n and accelerate disclosures of tec.mological
advancementsi simplification of detailed Coast Guard regulations
and procedures established nearly 200 y~ars ago v1ill result
in a savings of $1 million; pro?Jsed rrooernization of the
custorns laws will- reduce unnecessa_,_-vy papen;ork a.."'ld ease
restrictions governing goods brought into the l~ited States.

POSSIBLE

FU~

INITIATIVES

Health and Safety - Alternative approao.~es to ad.1ieving environrre..TJ.tal,
health illld safety goals are c~~TJ.tly under discussion. The
range of possibilities inclu:l.e broadet"1i1"1~ exei-rptions for small
business, irrproving cost-b=>._nefit analysis, a.."1d using ta"'<:es a..TJ.d
charges as incentives as op'tX)sed to detailed agency specifications and enforcerrent of standa:-ds to achieve our health and
safety goals.
Dependent Agencies - The regulatory activities of six Rxecutive
bra.."1ch departments and agencies are currently under revie-.;·r.
The agencies will be recorr:rrendi..rtg both administrative a.."'ld
legislative reforws in the next month.
Administrative Procedure - The inC.efe.iJ.de.1'1t co:rrrrissions will be
reporting by Dec. 31, 1975 on their efforts to achieve
.improved administrative proced.D!:'es and to give g-.ceater \•;eight
to the iwportance of COI"'rf'€ti tion in their decisions. OCP.G t-:ill
analyze. their responses a.'1d vlill ma.~e recormendations on p:>ssible
future actions including the p:>ssibility of a folla.-;-uJ? rreet~ng
vlith the coillnissioners.
Substa"1tive P.eview of Regulation - r·:Ore analyses of t.L'l.e costs
and ~J.efits of existing requlation could provide the basis
for substantive a.'tanges i.J. areas -.:.·;here legislation has r:ot yet
b2e.11 prop:>sed.
DCRG -.:.-Till co::1sicer the desirability of subiTlitting
a corrpra~ensi ve legislative p:co~osal requiring a 11 zero-based"
revie.'.1 of major regulatory age.:cies, bot..~ G.'-le independe.J..ts
a"1d those in the Executiv-e b::::&-:·~'-1. The e..'1d result of sue.'"! a
review could be the el.L\lination of regttlatory overlap aJ.d
du?lication or t.i:.e a!:olition o: sorre regulatory ag~11cies.
SL-nilar legislation is cur-.ce.'itly u.11cler consid::ration by t.~e
Congress.

,

(
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Cable Comnunicu.tions - Fed2ral Cc~·nications Co::cissian re·~_ations
governi.'!g c.:::.blo telc·visio:1 h2.'/e .:::-cst-ricted ~'~ c,_n:-::>·:~:.h of t.~e
cable indusC::-y. DC..RG h~s co~sic>::.:cc-:1 a nu:C1:::.er of opt:.io:J.s fo:r:reform. A status rep:::>rt on this r:utter h::J.s already l::enn
fon.'3.rded to you.
;

..

-~·-

:~· ~'~

Robinson-PatrrEu~ - Tnis legislation raises eons1~er prices by

rrak.ing it difficu.J,.t to offer discou21t prices on particular
sales at the wholesale level. The IX:..l:{G has held public
hearings on p::>ssible rrcdificatio!:1 or repeal of the Act. P..
decision ireiiDrandum \vill l::e pre,?".....rcd for your reviet..;.
Insurance - currently the I'icCarran-Ferguso:n Act allo~vs States to
give antitrust exemptions to ins..rra•"lce rate bureaus. :r-eetings
have been held 'tvit."'1 industry groups, State regulators, and
consumer groups to discuss the desirability 1\<md effects of
restoring competition to L1sura12e rate setting. NeAt steps
in this area include a."'1alyzi.-r1g tl:e· l::enefits of ccrr-petition and
weighing the effect Federal action might P~ve on the State
prerogatives \vith respect to ins..rr~ce regulation •.
Naritirre - The m:rritirre la-v;s cu_rre..'l.tly sanction rate setting by
shipping conferences. A study of tt':lis issue is unden;•ay and
an interim rep::>rt to the CC.RG is due in the next wee.~.
In addition to the alx:>ve initiatives, ;-;e are concerned \•ri..th ii"ttproving
public understanding of the issue of regulatory reform. ~\e are pla..rmi...'l.g
to rr..eet \'lith a number. of leading business leaders r journalists C..'1d
. others who have given thought to tr:e appropriate relationship 1:en·:ee.."l
govern-nent and business. \'Je \•.vuld ho:;:e that Sl.!ch rreetings -w-ould help
us in formulat.ing and expla..i.Pi:.'"l.g your prograrn thereby increas.ing
public sup.s:ort. We "t·;ould like to rreet i.·:i th yo-q scan after the
first of the year and preliminary to· scheduling these.outside
discussions.

j_
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April 5, 1976
MEMORANDUM FOR:

PHIL BUCHEN
JACK MARSH
BOB HARTMANN
BILL BAROODY
ROG MORTON
DICK CHENEY
MAX FRIEDERSDORF

FROM:

ED SCHMULTS

SUBJECT:

Next Steps for the Presid,~t's
Regulatory Reform Program

Since the February 4 meeting with the President, the
Domestic Council Review Group has been working to develop
further plans for the President's regulatory reform program.
I would be very interested to get your views on the
attached paper which I have asked Bill Seidman to table
soon for the EPB's consideration.

Attachment
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THE \VHI fE HOUSE
WAS t-f f t~ G T 0 N

MEMORi'\NDUH FOR :

vliLLil-il1 SEIDI-1AN

FROM :

ED1:'lARD C. SCIIHULTS

SUBJECT:

Next Steps for the President 's
Regulatory Reform Program

Since the Feb~uary 4 meeting with the President , the
Domestic Council Revimv Group (DCHG) has be~:Q. working on
longer term plans for the President 's regulatory reform
program.

..

Over the last fe\v \veeks, we have had a number of meetings
\'lith interested people (ins ide and outside the Administration) to discuss the generC'.l concept of a comprehensive
regulatory reform prog ram. WG have also been keeping
track of an increasing number of bills in Congress \·lhich
\vould require major evaluations and possible changes in
regulatory programs.
I know that Jim Lynn is testifying
soon on Senator Muskie's bill (S. 2925), which would call
for a four year life cycle for most Federal prograffis, and
that hearings on the Percy-Byrd regulatory bill (S . 2812)
have been scheduled for the middle of May .
I think it is important for the Administration to crystalize
its longer term regulatory program in order to present a
clear sense of direction to the Congress and those most
interested in the President's thinking on this issue .

.

I hope this paper can be put on the EPB agenda as soon as
possible in order to g e t the general views of its members
and to help give us direction for laying out more specific
plans .
I have sent copies of this paper to other members
of the Senior Staff nnd asked them for their thoughts and
reco~~endations as well.
Attachment

LOng Term Direction of the
President's Regulatory Reform Program
I.

Issue
On several occasions over the last few months,members
of the Senior Staff have met with the President to seek
his guidance on the future directions for his program
of regulatory reform. The President has given a number
of specific directions for short-term activities he
wants achieved. One example is the creation of task
forces to concentrate on achieving administrative improvements in agency regulations. The -Administration is
presently working to accomplish these goals and to gain
passage in Congress of a number of major regulatory
reform bills.
In addition, the President has asked t~r specific plans
on how to insure the long term success for the regulatory
reform initiatives which he began 18 months ago. The
issue to be resolved is what should the Administration's
longer-term regulatory strategy be and what Presidential
decisions are needed to begin implementation of that
strategy.

II.

Background and Problem
The present regulatory reform effort has grown out of
the President's strong desire to:
/

~

Reduce government's interference in the marketplace and
its infringement on individual choice and initiatives;

- Minimize the direct and indirect costs which Federal
programs levy on the economy and the American taxpayer;
- Eliminate the ability of special interests to gain
advantage over the general public interest through the
exploitation of Federal laws and regulations.
Attempting to put these principles into effect, we feel that
there are not enough remaining targets of opportunity
around which to quickly form a consensus for a second
phase of the President's program. The issues raised in
our initial look at several new areas clearly illustrate
that there are a number of difficult theoretical and
practical problems associated with achieving desirable
reforms in these areas. The relative newness of many
health and safety regulations, and the sensitive political
nerves attached to them, leave us without a firm base of
information or an organized constituency around which
we can quickly develop defensible reforms in this area.
And we have only begun to touch on the complexities of
outright subsidies through our financial institutions,
rail reform, and aviation acts.

.

.
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Congressional interest in the subject of regulatory
reform has grown substantially. There have been more
than fifteen pieces of major legislation introduced
over the past few months. For example, Sen. Proxmire's
bill (S. 2234) would abolish a number of major regulatory
agencies; Rep. Udall's bill (H.R. 8676) would establish
a private/public sector Competition Review Commission;
Senator Muskie's proposal (S. 2925) would require a zero
base review of all government programs every four years;
and the Percy/Byrd bill (S. 2812) would require the
President to review a number of agencies and submit to
Congress over five years a series of annual plans for
regulatory reform.
We have now reached the point at which some fundamental
decisions about the long run directions o~ the regulatory
reform effort must be made. We are at an important
threshold in shaping the future course of government's
role in the economy. We can not hope to succeed simply
by following an incremental, piecemeal approach in this
area. The President's success in achieving his budgetary,
foreign affairs, or national defense programs has
depended upon a clear articulation of his policies in
each of these areas. Comprehensive plans have helped
him explain his positions to the American people and
have given the President a framework within which to make
legislative and administrative decisions. A similar
framework is needed if the regulatory reform program is
going to succeed over time.
III.

Objectives for a Longer Term Program
In order to meet the President's demands, the Administration must develop a regulatory program which will
accomplish the following objectives:

1.

To place the President in the lead toward achieving
tangible, fundamental administrative and legislative
changes in the present regulatory system. These
changes would modify or eliminate laws and regulations
which do not yield benefits commensurate with their
costs to the economy and would provide better ways
of achieving economic and social objectives at lower
costs.

2.

To educate the public, the business community,
Congress and the Executive Branch on the costs of
government intervention in the economy and the need
for reform.

3.

To rationalize the current conflicts berween and
with1n regulatory activities.

3

4.

To reduce the degree of governmental intervention
in the economy and the paperwork burden imposed
on ind1v1duals and businesses.

5.

To provide better methods for dealing with adjustment and transition problems that may accompany
regulatory change.

The present Administration efforts have not been sufficient to achieve these goals. Improvements are needed.
Although we are now working on a number of different
tactical steps designed to achieve these goals, we need
a mechanism which will keep the press, the public, and
the Congress aware of and interested in our efforts.
The current structure of the regulat~ry process and
Congressional oversight of that process are not well
suited to making judgments on the effectiveness of the
regulatory system. Various economic, environmental and
social goals are often in conflict and there are important
conflicts within these goals. Yet there has not been a
coherent assessment of how these conflicts can be
resolved, nor is there any adequate ·way to insure that
the Executive and Congress address the problems in a
more reasoned atmosphere. The recent clamor over banking
regulation is a clear example of the need to counter
emotional public demands with carefully documented
proposals for constructive and longer lasting . reforms.
IV.

Recommendations and Discussion
In order to maximize the effect of present regulatory
reforms and to force the agencies and Congress to
persist in examining a wide range of Federal interventions, we recommend that the President announce a
major new program designed to produce a comprehensive
calendar of regulatory reforms over the next several
years.
This agenda would be triggered by legislation introduced
by the President calling on the Executive to submit
yearly plans for regulatory improvements to the Congress.
It would attempt to guarantee Congressional review
through the inclusion of a forcing mechanism which would
give Congress the option of adopting the President's
plan or substituting one of its own. In either case,
important regulatory and other Federal interventions
(tax preferences, cash subsidies, etc.) would be examined
by the President and the Congress over a definite time
schedule.

4
If comprehensive legislation is enacted, it would help
assure that a more informed public debate would take
place. Yearly Presidential plans would be based on the
results of careful scrutiny and factual analysis of the
impacts of Federal actions. A series of comprehensive
proposals for legislative and administrative reforms
would help to identify regulatory overlaps, inconsistencies,
and contradictions in much the same way the yearly budget
analysis and debate helps to focus attention on important
program decisions as well as overall fiscal policy.
A legislated timetable for consideration of federal
interventions would also provide a disciplined mechanism
for soliciting public opinion on the costs and benefits
of existing programs. At the present time, it is
difficult for the Administration to adqress a specific
complex issue such as toxic substances~egislation without
a framework of information within which to measure the
cumulative effects of these bills. An agreement between
Congress and the Executive to review and act on major
regulatory issues would help to provide such a framework.
It would also be a positive and constructive response to
a growing Congressional sentiment for more centralized
economic planning.
On the other hand, a prescribed calendar for potential
reforms could be used by some opponents as an excuse to
delay action on legislation already introduced. It could
also give affected industries or other special constituencies
sufficient advance notice for them to organize against any
Executive recommendations which they opposed. The
President would have to make it abundantly clear that a
disciplined agenda for action should not be used by
Congress to procrastinate. And a forcing mechanism
requiring Congress to take some action on the President's
program would at least insure that the Administration
would have a forum within which to argue its case and
rebut the opposition of organized special interests.
V.

Conclusion
There are strong indications · that Congress may attempt
to usurp the control over regulatory reform by enacting
one or more bills which would call for comprehensive
evaluations of Federal programs or agencies. We recommend
that the President not relinquish his lead on this
important issue, and that we continue to prepare a longer
term program which could be announced within the next
six weeks.

"
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The core of that program would be legislation, which
the President would submit, laying out a reasoned
timetable for future regulatory reforms. Upon enactment
of such a bill, yearly plans would need to be developed
by the Executive and specific legislation submitted t0
Congress each Spring in time to comply with the new
requirements of the Budget Reform Act.
Such a "blueprint bill" would have to contain provisions
giving the President and Congress flexibility to adjust
the schedule of reform proposals if future developments
warranted. It would also need to contain an appropriate
forcing mechanism which would guarantee that the Congress
would have to take some action on the President's
proposals.
1\~

We believe that such a bill would be responsive to the
President's desire to see the regulatory reform program
continue and would provide an excellent vehicle with
which to respond to a rising tide of Congressional interest
in this issue. If it is agreed, we will present major
options for the organization and management of such an
action plan and report back in ten days with a
de9ision paper.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
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April 16, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JACK MARSH

THRU:

MAX FRIEDERSDORF

FROM:

WILLIAM KENDALr41f\(

SUBJECT:

Regulatory Reform

ft4 ·

,,

In response to your memo of this date, I recommend that

the following Senators be notified of any Administration
initiatives on regulatory reform:
Pastore
Hartke
Moss
Kennedy
Ribicoff
Hruska

Pearson
Fannin
Percy
Stafford
Ford
Javits
R. Byrd

t,
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April 19, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JACK MARSH

THROUGH:

MAX FRIEDERSDORF""" •

FROM:

CHARLES LEPPERT, JR.

SUBJECT:

Regulatory Reform

6'

e.;..

In response to your memorandum concerning p~~-notification to
Members of Congress of a possible Presidential speech next week
to a Chamber of Commerce event, I suggest the following Members
of the House of Representatives be given advance notice:
Members Invited to the White House Meeting on Regulatory Reform,
June, 1975:
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.

John Moss (D-Calif.)
Paul Rogers (D-Fla.)
Robert Leggett (D-Calif.)
Jim Wright (D-Tex.)
James Howard (D-N. J.)
Jim Jones (D-Okla.)
Sam Devine (R-Ohio)
John Ander son (R-Ill. )
Frank Horton (R-N. Y. )
Bill Archer (R-Tex.)
Charles Thone (R-Neb. )
Al Cederberg (R-Mich. )

Other Members To Be Given Pre-Notification
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.

Thomas Foley (D-Wash.)
William Wampler (R-Va.)
George Mahon (D-Tex. )
Henry Reuss (D-Wisc.)
Albert Johnson (R-Penna. )
Brock Adams (D- Wash.)
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Other Members To Be Given Pre-Notification (continued)
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.

Carl Perkins (D-Ky.)
Al Quie (R-Minn. )
Jack Brooks (D-Tex.)
Harley Staggers (D-W.Va.)
Lionel Van Deerlin (D-Calif.)
John McCQllister (R-Neb.)
James Collins (R-Tex.)
Robert Jones (D-Ala.)
William Harsha (R-Ohio)
Joe L. Evins (D- Tenn. )
Silvo Conte (R-Mass.)
Richard Bolling (D-Missouri)
David Satterfield (D-Va.)
Joe Waggoner (D-La.)

cc: Tom Loeffler
Pat Rowland
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WASHINGTON

July 30, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

PillL BUCHEN
JIM CANNON
DICK CHENEY
DAVE GERGEN
BOB HARTMAN~
JACK MARSH
BILL SEIDMAN
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SCHMULJS~

FROM:

ED

SUBJECT :

Regulatory Reform

Attached is a column that I have sent to the National Association
of Manufacturers for inclusion in a -special regulation issue of
NAM reports. The column outlines the Administration's approach
to regulatory reform. Attached also are two recent one-page
articles from the National Journal on airline reform and
"Busing-Big Government Link" which may be of interest.

Some items in this folder were not digitized because it contains copyrighted
materials. Please contact the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library for access to
these materials.

..
National Association of .Manufacturers Report - Special Regulation Isst
The .Administration's Approach to Regulatory Reform
The Ford Administration is firmly corrunitted to achieving
fundamental reform of our nation's regulatory system
which, over the years, has become sluggish, ·self-serving,
and stereotyped.
Almost two years ago, President Ford announced his: intention
to eliminate regulatory inefficiency as a part of the effort
to halt inflation. His goal was not de-regulation but
rather the development of a more enlightened, streamline.d
regulatory system which better serves the economic .
and social needs of modern society.
Since that time, the American people have ~ecome increasingly
aware of the unnecessary costs and inequities produced by
the present system and as a result, some significant
progress has been made towards reform.
For example, in the past 8 months, we have reduced the
number of Federal forms by more than 12.5% and we are now
working to reduce the burden which Federal paperwork
requirements places upon the American public. We have
successfully encouraged the major independent regulatory
agencies to improve their regulatory practices. In the
past year they have made notable progress in reducing
- costly regulatory delay, improving economic analysis and
placing greater reliance on market competition as a
regulatory tool. One agency has even asked Congress to
legislatively reduce its regulatory authority so that
natural competitive forces are allowed to operate.
· Throughout the Executive Branch, the . Administration has
worked hard to make decision-makers more aware of the.
consequences of their actions. Agencies are required
to ·analyze the economic .impact of their regulatory
actions before they are put into effect. And actions
are being taken to increase public participation in
regulatory proceedinqs. In addition, the President has
established several short-term task forces to re-write
_. and simplify existing regulations and streamline regulatory
procedures in the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, the Federal Energy Administration and the
Commerce Department's Export Administration. These task
forces have been directed by the President to make _it
easier for businessmen and cons~mers to deal with
ernment
requirements.
~·FORe
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On the legislative front, we ha.ve also made some progress.
Federal laws s a nctioning State fair trade lmvs have been
repealed. Fixed rates for securities brokerage commissions
have bee~ abolished. Federal regulation of railroad
rates has been reduced, and civil and criminal penalties
for antitrust violations have been increased. In addition,
the Administra·tion is continuing to press for congressional
action on proposals to reform airline, motor carrier,
banking and natural gas regulations.
But progress does not come easily. While recognit"ion of
regulatory problems is bipartisan and widespread, agreement on specific issues and solutions is less clear.
At every step, · specific reform attempts are met with sharp
and vocal opposition from a variety of interests seeking
to preserve the status quo.
In some case·s , even asking
the question "Is there a better way" evokes sharp protests
and further progress .t oward meaningful reform 4-~E> forestalled.
The real question facing both the Administration and Congress
is not the need for reform but whether or not current
public indignation and concern over government inefficiency
can be translated into productive and lasting reform.
Too often in the past, we have been content with organizational
or procedural solutions to complex economic or social
problems.
But the Administration believes the American people can no ..
longer afford to accept rhetoric as a sub~titute for results.
· Therefore, President Ford has proposed to Congress the Agenda
for Government Reform ·Act which would guarantee the systematic
re-examination and reform of Federal regulatory activities
within the next four years. This legislation requires Congress and the President to agree to undertake a fundamental
reassessment of the combined effects of all government regulations on individual sectors of the .economy. And i t _requires
them to adhere to a disciplined timetable to assure annual
results.
We believe this plan will produce several desirable results.
First, it will enable Congress and the Administration to focus
on the real-world consequences of their decisions.
It will
foster increased public understanding of the costs and ineffic.. iencies of regulation and help to build an active public constituency for change. Consumers, businessmen, workers, and
academics will have a better idea of what Government is trying
to do and be able to plan and participate accordingly. Finally,
this legislation will help assure concrete results~
This Administration is serious about reform. The
system demands fundamental change. The American
deserve rio less.

prese.~~~
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Up, Up and Aw_ay with Airline
Legislation to curtail Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) regulation of domestic airline service is progressing so smoothly in
Congress that many persons familiar with the proposal expect
that a bill will become law in 1977. That this is the case says
much about how Congress and the executive branch are likely
to deal in the next few years with other regulatory reform
legislation- with the specific issue and the identity of the
officeholders making little difference.
Here is what has taken place in the past year and a half:
• The Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Administrative
Practice and Procedure, chaired by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., conducted extensive hearings on airline regulation and concluded in a February 1976 report that excessive
federal controls have stilled industry growth and consumer
choice.
• The Department of Transportation and the CAB, after their
O\\ n lengthy studies, sent Congress separate proposals based
on similar conclusions about the need to cut regulation. (For
background on these proposals, see Vol. 7, No. 46, p. 1559.)
• Chairmen of the Senate and House subcommittees on aviation, each of whom initially was skeptical about reducing federal controls, held a total of 29 days of hearings on the issue
and announced separately that they would file their own proposals and push for relatively prompt congressional action .
The movement has been gradual and incremental. The advocates ha\·e made it clear that they are not in complete agreement on v.:har steps should be taken. But they hav.e accepted,
for the most part, similar conclusions about the state of the
airline industry and the economic impact of regulation; their
proposals set forth comparable solutions. The result has been
the building of pyramid-like support for CAB deregulation
(constructed from the top down), with the foundation ultimately being a strong one.
With all the talk about excessive regulation and the need
for government reorganization, the CAB bill offers a somewhat reassuring lesson in how federal policy is made- proponents of change must establish a nearly irrefutable case for the
need for change and the wisdom of their recommendations
and then build a coalition that will force those responsible for
the policy to confront the issues and agree that the case is
valid. Success rests, of course, on the assumption that logical
men will act logically.
Senate: The most important development, and perhaps the
most surprising, was a June 22 speech before leaders of the
airline industry by Sen. Howard W. CaJ!n!>n, D-Nev., chairman of the Senate Commerce Subcommittee on Aviation,
\\hO previously had given little encouragement to the reformers and who was not pleased that the Kennedy panel was encroaching on his subcommittee's jurisdiction. In that speech,
he first lashed out against.the "zealous economists'' who have
attacked the foundation of airline regulation and said that
President Ford, Sen. Kennedy and others are ''dead wrong"
in saying the alternative is "free and open entry into the airline system for all comers." Having said that, Cannon then
added that "we need more competition" and outlined a pro-
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posal he said he would submit in the ·senate within a few
weeks to "revitalize the airline industry with new competition, with more freedom to set fares and with procedures to
force the CAB to make decisions in a timely and- responsible
fashion."
Assuming his probable reelection in November, Cannon
plans to begin hearings next January and to report a bill to
the Senate later in the year. It is conceivable, said a Senate
insider, that events such a~\increasing pressure from his colleagues, House action or other political developments could
force Cannon's hand this year, but this is unlikely.
House: The major development in the House was the June 29
filing of a bill (HR 14604) by Reps. Glenn M. Anderson, DCalif., and Gene Snyder, R-Ky., the chairman and senior
Republican respectively of the House Public Works and
Transportation Subcommittee on Aviation. The bill gives the
airline carriers more flexibility to change rates and enter additional markets without CAB review, and would "correct the
inadequacies in the present regulatory system for aviation"
made evident in the panel's hearings, said Anderson.
The subcommittee has requested comments on the proposal
from interested public and private . parties but has not made
plans to consider the proposal and send it to the full committee. While inertia as well as pockets of resistance within the
committee make it unlikely that the committee will have time
to process the bill in the remaining days of the 94th Congress, . the Anderson-Snyder proposal probably will set the
stage for early consideration of the issue next year.
Outlook: One person working on the issue said that all sides
are talking about the same things and that their solutions are
not widely divergent. If they were locked inside a room for a
day, it is likely they would emerge with a single package.
However, the view of many in Congress that they are dealing
with a lame duck Administration makes that unlikely. The
departure of John W. Snow, deputy undersecretary of Transportation who was the Administration's chief advocate for
CAB reform, to become administrator of the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration adds to the sense of
enervation on the part of the Ford regulatory reform program.
But the efforts of Snow and CAB chairman John E. Robson to focus the resources of their agencies on the broad issues .
of aviation regulation and to develop recommendations not
radically different from those of the Kennedy subcommittee
gave the reform proposals credibility and seem to have set the
movement for change on an irreversible course. ·
President Ford sent Congress legislation on May 12 asking
it to set a timetable for review of all the regulatory agencies.
(See Vol. 8, No. 21. p. 704.} His hope ·was that by focusing
Congress's attention on the problems, he could get the House
and Senate to correct them. That proposal will not become law
this year, but the support by Ford, Jimmy Carter and increasing numbers in Congress for regulatory reform indicates that
the movement for broad change in federal regulation needs
only someone with the time and understanding to make an
intelligent case for change and build a coalition of support. 0
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The Busing-Big Government
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Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey of Minnesota, a liberal Democrat whose New Deal credentials remain intact, several
months ago asserted at a breakfast mt:eting v. ith Washington
rcponers that any presidential candidate who runs against
Washington and against big government is practicing "a disguised new form of racism." At the time, Humphrey's charge
seemed farfetched, inasmuch as the criticism of big government focused on government regulation of business that had
no apparent relationship to race or racism.
. \\hereupon, President Ford accommodated Humphrey by
declaring that the White House campaign to minimize busing
of black and \\ hite school children is indeed part and parcel
of the \Vhite House campaign to "roll back the wave of big
government in America." Ford, in a recent speech in Indianapolis, insisted that government-ordered school busing is an
"intrusion," not unlike government regulation of business or
Washington involvement in· state and local government affairs.
This is an election year, of course, and political rhetoric is
bursting in air like Fourth of July fireworks exploding over
the Tidal Basin. Quite aside from the rhetoric of racism, however, Humphrey's assertion and Ford's accommodation illus-.
trate very well the escalating politics of regulatory reform.
Escalation: The relatively narrow and nonpartisan debate
over government regulation of business is escalating into an
exceedingly broad and partisan fight over big government
that extends even to school busing. The proposals to roll
back a few government regulatory schemes are escalating into
proposals to roll back almost all of government.
Ford started the debate and, if it was relatively nonpartisan. Ford pushed harder than any Democr11tic President had
pushed for reform of old regulatory schemes. He not only
proposed to Congress reform of tran~portation and banking
regulation. He contemplated reform of insurance and agriculture and television regulation that no Democratic President
even had contemplated.
Ford's fight faltered in Congress, of course. Nevertheless,
his attack on old regulatory schemes encouraged other Republicans and their constituencies to attack newer regulatory
schemes, including regulation of the environment and of occupational safety and health. And the attack now has been
broadened•. to embrace not only econo;nic regulation but social programs ranging from consumer protection to food
stamps to school busing.
Ford's prop.osal to roll back school busing almost certainly
\\ill falter in Congress, as his proposals to roll back business
regulation faltered. Yet, Ford has succeeded·in escalating the
narro\\ debate over government regulation of business into a
broad confrontation over big government. Republicans and
their conservative constituencies are encouraged and Democrats and their liberal constituencies are concerned that big
government might be rolled" back for the tirst time since the
l'ew Deal.
Ford campaigns against Washington and for "freedom
from intrusive, overbearing government." Richard L. Lesher,

ill-··-

president of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States,
condemns "government spending" and· ~redistribution of
wealth, .. asserting that "for 40 years· we ha~·e turned increasingly away from our inner resources and toward the central
government for the solution to all problems."
Humphrey charges that the assault on big government is
an attack on "the poor, on blacks, on minorities, on the cities."' George Meany, president of the AFL-CIO, asserts that
"the leaders of this anti-government campaign seek to turn
the clock back -to tear apart the institutions society has created to protect its citizens a~ replace them with the ethics
of the marketplace."
More than rhetoric: But the fight is considerably more than a
confrontation just of rhetoric. Public opinion polls confirm
that there is a popular tide of anti-government sentiment
running across the country, and polls are unnecessary to confirm the tide of anti-busing sentiment. Jimmy Carter, who
may well be elected President, not only has been running
against Washington, but, in campaigning for the Democratic
nomination, has avoided Washington like the plague.
Inasmuch as polls confirm no popular sentiment in favor
of burning down Washington or tearing up the Constitution.
the meaning of the anti-government tide is less than clear.
Democrats in Congress cannot agree with Republicans in the
White House over what to do about regulation of airlines or
trucking. much less about environmental protection or school
busing. Carter has been intentionally vague about what he
would do to Washington, once he gets here.
The emerging political response to the escalating political
confrontation . therefore appears to be a compromise known
as the ~·st.~nset" approach tO government _reform. The compromise, which Common Cause calls "the hottest political
idea of the year," originated in Colorado, which in April
passed a bill that will terminate each of the state's regulatory
agencies unless the legislature votes to continue them. Florida passed a similar law. Iowa has gone further with a law
that would terminate all agencies of state go~·ernment. Louisiana and several other states are considering adoption of
"sunset" laws.
Ford has proposed to Congress a ..sunset" law that would
fix a schedule for reform of regulatory schemes in all federal
agencies and some departments. Other proposals introduced
in the Senate and House would not only fix reform schedules but provide that, if the President and Congress cannot
agree on reforms by a certain date, agencies would terminate.
(For background, see Vol. 8, No. 21, p. 706.}
.
The "sunset'' approach to government- reform is a politically attractive compromise because it reforms nothing now
and promises to reform almost everything in the future. It is
all form and no substance. It attempts to fon."1! future Presidents and Congresses to resoh·e fights that this President
and Congress cannot resolve and. th~refore, the promise of
reform seems quite unlikely to be matched by performance
until or unless the meaning of anti-government sentiment
0
becomes clearer.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 14, 1976

NEHORANDUM FOR:

ED SCHMULTS

THRU:

JACK' MARSH
MAX FRIEDERSDORF

FROM:

clfklu.Es

LEPPERT,

SUBJECT:

Attached for your information is a copy of the Congressional Budget Office staff paper on "The Number of Federal
Employees Engaged In Regulatory Activities", prepared at
the request of Rep. John Moss. Also attached is the press
releas~ issued by Moss.

THE W HITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

THE WHITE · H0'p sE
ACTION MEMORANDUM

LOG NO.: ·

WASUINOTON", :

OCT 2 9 191~

Time:
FOR ACTION:

cc (for informC1tion):

Douglas Bennett
Jim Cannon
Allan Greenspan
Bob Hartman

Jim Lynn

»aet
"'rsh
Brent Scowcroft
Bill Seidman

FROM THE STAFF· SECRETARY

Wednesday, November 3, 1976 Time:
SUBJECT:

10:00 A.M.

Edward C. Schmults memo, 10/28/76 re
Summary of Progress Reports from Independent
Regulatory Commissions.

ACTION REQUESTED: ·
- - For Nec:es5e1ry Action

_x_ For Your Rec:ommendC1tions

- - PrepClre AgendC1 Clnd Brie£

_ _ DrC1ft Reply

__x_ For Your Co.m ments
REMARKS:

•
\

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.

If you have Clr.y questions or if you C1ntic:ipC1t~ a
delay in submitting ihe required xnaterial, please
telephone the Staff Sec:retary immediately.
l

Jim Connor
For the President

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

October 28, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

EDWARD C.

SUBJECT:

SCHMULT~

· ·sunnnary of Progress Reports from
Independent Regulatory Commissions

Issue
What should be the Administration's next steps in dealing
with the ten independent regulatory commissions?
Background
As you recall, on April 8, 1976 you met with the Chairmen
of the ten independent commissions to discuss the steps
which each agency was taking toward your regulatory reform
goals. At the conclusion of that session you asked each of
the commissions to prepare a second progress report by
September 15, which would concentrate particularly on their·
accomplishments and identify specific savings to consumers
and taxpayers.

We have reviewed the reports of these ten agencies and
have prepared brief highlights for each agency, indicating
what appear to be their major successes and pointing out
the largest persisting problems.
(See attachment at Tab A.)
The full reports are included at Tab B.
Discussion
The agencies are concentrating primarily on reducing
procedural delays and have achieved some progress in
eliminating unnecessary paperwork. However, few have
reported any major gains in reducing federal regulation
and relying more on competition and less on direct federal
controls. For example, although the ICC is trying to reduce
its backlog of cases, the Commission has opposed most of
your fundamental reform proposals. Likewise, the FPC is
concentrating on eliminating costly time delays, but it has
not proposed any major changes in the legislation which
requires the large volume of cases ..

2

In addition, I understand that these agencies have requested
major resource increases for the coming year. I believe
that much of your commitment to reducing unnecessary government involvement will be measured against changes in the
size of the federal bureaucracy, and that concentrated
efforts must be made to accelerate reform efforts in
regulatory agencies without adding more people. I know
that Jim Lynn and his people are looking carefully at all
regulatory agencies in light of your concerns, and at some
point it may make sense for us to discuss with him his
recommendations for the FY '78 budget. It is my view that
this budget is an important opportunity for you to emphasize
your overall regulatory policies and your commitment to
insuring that federal regulations are used only when other
options are clearly inadequate.
~
Recommendation
In the interim, I recommend that you acknowledge the reports
from the ten independent commissions without committing
these agencies at this time to additional meeti~gs or reports.
A draft for your approval is included in this book at Tab C.
Agree
Disagree
See Me
Attachments

•

.-....

'
TAB A

Summary of Reports from
Independent Regulatory Commissions

1.

Interstate Commerce Commission
The Railroad Revitalization Act which you proposed (and
an amended version of which was signed into law) calls
for increased-pricing flexibility in the industry ·and
new market opportunities for carriers. Although the
ICC indicates some procedural improvements, the Commission's report does not evidence an understanding
that fundamental reform may mean less regulation, or
new forms of regulation. While the Co~ssion has
proposed that some of the procedural improvements
enacted in the Rail Bill be extended to other modes,
the Chairman has opposed most of the provisions in your
program of reforms for the industries under ICC
jurisdiction.

2.

..

Civil Aeronautics Board

.

Chairman Robson has exhibited strong leadership in
proposing ways to reduce the CAB's control over
domestic airlines. He has supported an air bill similar
to yours, has succeeded in getting the Board to
substantially liberalize its- rules governing charter
airlines, and has been sensi-tive to the.·need for·
alternatives to the current system of government
subsidies to rural air carriers. The Board's report
however, does not clearly identify a desirable timetable for changes. The Board also rejected some
innovative ideas that would have helped expedite
internal procedures and we continue to believe that
the CAB can, with more effort, accomplish significant
paperwork reductions.
·
3.

..

Federal Maritime Commission
·~
This agency has been involved in a jurisdictional
/~·
struggle with the ICC over regulation of· Containerized\::,
shipping for more than a dozen years. Little progress ~.
has been achieved in working out a sensible system
"--~
which will promote, rather than restrict, this important
technological development which could lead to major
savings for shippers. The FMC continues to believe
that the way to carry out its mandate is to preserve
stability in the merchant shipping industry~ at the
expense of greater price competition. The Commission
does recognize the need for major internal.improvements
but does not appear to·share your view that regulatory
reform should include opportunities £or a reduced federal
role.

'
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4.

Federal Power Commission

'·

~e Power Commission is faced with a problem of maJor
administrative delays, a point which Chairman Dunham
recognizes as a priority for needed improvements.
A1though his report discusses a number of hoped for
remedies, the essential problem still remains--namely
that the gove~nrnent established price of natural gas
differs significantly from a more realistic market
determined price. In large part, the Commission's
paperwork problems stern frorn·a flood of applications
from those regulated industries seekinq to operate
profitably in a market which has been artificially
controlled. The Commission has adopted a new nationwide
ceiling rate for interstate gas sales which is.,designed
to cpmpensate for this problem, but legislative relief
remains the only real long term answer. Congressional.
opposition to de-regulation is still well organized
and effective.
.

.

,

5.

.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
~e Commission appears acutely aware of the extreme

cost of delays in approving license applications for
nuclear generating stations. The Conunission-is using_.
value-impact analyses extensively to weigh the merits~:
of proposed regulations and pas reached your initial:< · · ·
goal of a 10 percent reduction in paperwork. It is
also trying to implement performance standards for
physical security safeguards. There is a very complex
tangle of federal, State, and local laws and regulations
which govern these projects, but the Chairman has
devoted substantial effort to rationalizing this maze.
Results will be a long time corning, though, and actual
progress to date has been only minimal.
6.

Federal Trade Commission'·
•
-rile Commission has put a lot of effort'·lnto reducing
delays and has achieved some impressive results. It
still requires a substantial volume of information from
American businesses, much of which is time consuming
and expensive to furnish, ·and the need for which is
still quite controversial. The FTC has identified a
number of State practices (e.g., restrictions on
advertising prices for eyeglasses and·prescriptiondrugs)
which it believes are anti-competitive. There is a
great need for the Commission to cooperate more with
other federal and State agencies in defining its
appropriate consumer protection responsibilities, but
the Connnission's report does not identify any ways in
which greater reliance can be placed on self-regulation
within industries.
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7.

Securities and Exchange Commission
The Chairrna~'s report is most responsive to your
desire to see reduced paperwork burdens. The
Commission appears to be working to strengthen the __
securities industry's self-regulatory bodies and to·
promote more competition between participants in the
capital markets. However, the SEC continues to expand
its staff and-operations, at obvious increased costs
to the taxpayer. It is also important to note that
some of its disclosure proposals and requested additional
authorities have not been supported by well analyzed
and clearly articulated documentation. Several
controversial proposals, particularly in the area of
accounting practices and reporting requirements, have
been withdrawn or modified due to pressure ~rom
regu-lated companies. Objective analyses of these
proposals beforehand could have helped weigh their
costs and benefits.

..

8.

Federal Communications Commission

.

The FCC has taken several steps to introduce competition
within the telecommunications industry, however, it
believes that these changes will require a larger number
of personnel and more vigilant enforcement of existing
laws. The Chairman is keenl-y aware of your concerns
for reductions in paperwork and administrative backlog,
but we continue to believe that the cable television
industry, boradcasting, and a number of specialized·
communications areas (e.g., citizens band radio) could
benefit from less, rather than more, federal intervention.

,

Like many agencies, the FCC is requesting large increases
in personnel for purposes of enforcing existing statutes,
but it has not identified in its report areas where
legislative reforms could.accelerate reliance on a
different mix of public-.pri vate enforcement techniques.·

9.

•

Commodity Futures Trading Commission
The CFTC report is largely prospective, but the Chairman
appears to be conscious of your desire to see selfregulation used wherever possible. Although it has not
yet become an issue, paperwork requirements laid on by
this agency represent perhaps the most significant
potential problem. The- CFTC report indicates that th-r,/~.
Chairman hopes to eliminate some 350,000 individual ;.!~
1'1'
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trader reports every year 6 but no timetable is cited.
Despite the Chairman's stated belie!" that all federal
regulators· should be forced to justify themselves
every ten years, the CFTC is requesting substantial
budget increases and has indicated that previously
unregulated areas of the industry require new feqeral
vigilance.
10.

Consumer Product Safety Commission
The Commission's report does not identify specific
intentions or results in paperwork reduction, or
savings.to consumers or taxpayers. There is a major
question as to how long such a federal agency should
exist, particularly in view of the fact that many
State and local governments have established ~heir
own programs, and your directives to Executi~e branch
agencies have helped to sensitize them to the need
for more concern over consumer representation and
safety. Individual product liability ~tanda~ds and
private damage suits could have substantially more
impact on manufacturers' products than any federal
standards, but the Commission's report does not
indicate what options to the current system of federal
preemptive safety standards are being analyzed •
•
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TAB

C

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

DRAFT

Dear ·Mr. Chairman:
Thank you for your recent progress report on steps being
taken to improve your commission's regulato.ry programs.
I was pleased to see that you and the other Chairmen
have succeeded in focusing your commissions on th~
.... problems
of procedural delay. I am hopeful that these first results
will be just a beginning toward eliminating unnecessary
paperwork and streamlining the agency's operations. I am
encouraged by your interest in applying more rigorous
economic analysis to existing and proposed regulations,
in an effort to determine whether the benefits of federal
controls clearly outweigh their costs.
However, I ask that you develop and implement imaginative
and effective alternatives to existing federal regulations.
Procedural improvements, while very important, should be
augmented with changes which place a greater reliance on
the private sector or state and local governments to solve
important problems.
Your report raises a number of important issues and problems,
and I hope that you will devote increasing efforts to
finding ways to accomplish a better regulatory program
with a minimum of federal resources. I look forward to
continuing our discussions and wish you great success in
your current program of reforms.
Sincerely,

Gerald R. Ford
Copies to Chairmen of:
ICC
FTC
CAB
SEC
FMC
FCC
FPC
CFTC
NRC
CPSC
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